Overflow

“I have come that you might have life, and have it overflowing in you!”

John 10:10
Overflow

- the excess or surplus not able to be accommodated by an available space;
- to have more than sufficient;
- to have more than is needed, with some left over to share

John 4:1-14  Woman at the well
John 7:37-39  Jesus teaching at the Feast
The Source of Overflowing Life: Jesus

- Thirst: Recognize your need
- Come: Realize He is the only way
- Believe: Repent and place your faith in Him
The Substitute For Overflowing Life:

- Jn 10:10 “the thief comes only to steal, kill and destroy”
- Gen 2:17; 3:6 “she saw it was good for food, pleasing to the eye, desirable for gaining wisdom”
Characteristics Of Overflowing Life:

~ Eternal vs Temporary
~ Spiritual vs Physical
~ Satisfies vs Crave more
~ Internal vs External
~ Bubbles up vs Draw up
~ Flows in vs Leaks out
~ Abundance vs Lack
~ Others blessed vs Blessed alone
Blockages To Overflowing Life

• Accepting a substitute
• Not caretaking
• Sin
Blessings of Overflowing Life

- Learn From Jesus: Character Transformation
- Live Like Jesus: Purpose and Impact
- Love Like Jesus: Sacrificial Service
I'm Thankful for:

1. I am thankful for my family.
2. I am thankful for my presents.
3. I am thankful for Jesus.
4. I am thankful for going to church.
Are You Living a Life of Overflow?

• Do you have what YOU need?
• Do you have enough for others?
• Are you Learning from Jesus?
• Are you Living Like Jesus?
• Are you Loving like Jesus?